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Abstract 
Venice has been sinking for centuries, and as sea levels have 

risen exponentially, the sinking city has drawn more attention. 

The damages to infrastructure are focused on in the news, but 

the cultural damage of this sea level rise is often overlooked. 

The sudden increase in the rising sea level has led to an 

increase in tourism as tourists endeavor to visit Venice before 

significant physical damages to infrastructure occur. 

Additionally, this influx of tourists and the economic benefits 

that arise from tourism, along with the limited residential 

spaces available on the island have resulted in foreign (often 

temporary) residents supplanting native Venetians. While the 

benefits of tourism provide immediate economic resources for 

the city of Venice, ultimately tourism has resulted in an 

inauthentic Venetian culture that appears to be more 

performative rather than genuine. In this paper, I argue that 

while the damages to Venetian infrastructure are important, 

the intangible damage rising sea levels have had on the 

Venetian population must be considered to fully understand 

and solve the problems faced by the city. 

 

Worldwide mean ocean level has ascended around 8–9 inches 

(21–24 centimeters) since 1880, with about 33% of that 

coming in the last over twenty years. The rising water level is 

generally because of a blend of meltwater from glacial masses 

and ice sheets and warm extension of seawater as it warms. In 

2019, worldwide mean ocean level was 3.4 inches (87.6 

millimeters) over the 1993 normal—the most noteworthy 

yearly normal in the satellite record (1993-present). From 2018 

to 2019, worldwide ocean level rose 0.24 inches.  

 

The worldwide mean water level in the sea rose by 0.14 inches 

(3.6 millimeters) every year from 2006–2015, which was 2.5 

occasions the normal pace of 0.06 inches (1.4 millimeters) 

every year all through a large portion of the 20th century. 

Before the century's over, worldwide mean ocean level is 

probably going to ascend at any rate one foot (0.3 meters) 

over 2000 levels, regardless of whether ozone depleting 

substance outflows follow a generally low pathway in coming 

many years.  

 

In some sea bowls, ocean level has ascended as much as 6-8 

inches (15-20 centimeters) since the beginning of the satellite 

record. Local contrasts exist due to common inconstancy in the 

strength of winds and sea flows, which impact how a lot and 

where the more profound layers of the sea store heat. 

To discover the wellspring of this danger it is important to zero 

in on a worldwide temperature alteration brought about by 

environmental change, which causes ocean level ascent in 

three unique manners: The first is the warm extension: water, 

when warmed by temperature rise, will in general extend, ie, 

seas occupy more room.  

 

Ocean level ascent causes  

Also, the dissolving of the frosted domains of Greenland and 

West Antarctica quickens a worldwide temperature alteration. 

This cycle is adversely impacted by freshwater leakage from 

the surface, which goes about as a grease for the ice streams 

and causes them to slide quicker. That is, new sifted water to 

the base of the ice sheets liquefy, debilitate and slide them 

into the ocean.  

At long last, in a comparative kind of cycle, enormous 

arrangements of ice in ice sheets and ice covers liquefy and 

won't then re-visitation of its unique shape. Typically these 

colossal frozen constructions incompletely disintegrated 

throughout the late spring, yet recuperated its strong state 

when winter temperatures returned. Presently, in light of a 

worldwide temperature alteration, the snowfall is gentler, 

winters deferral and springs envision, so ice doesn't reattach in 

a similar way and sum. 

 

What's making ocean level ascent?  

An Earth-wide temperature boost is making worldwide mean 

ocean level ascent twoly. To begin with, ice sheets and ice 

sheets overall are softening and adding water to the sea. 

Second, the volume of the sea is growing as the water warms. 

A third, a lot more modest supporter of ocean level ascent is a 

decrease in the measure of fluid water ashore—springs, lakes 

and supplies, streams, soil dampness. This move of fluid water 

from land to sea is generally due to groundwater siphoning. 


